Mono-and few-layer transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) provide opportunities for ideal two-dimensional semiconductors for electronic and optoelectronic devices. For electronic devices on TMDCs, it is essential to incorporate n-and/or p-type dopants which are stable in positions after patterned doping. Here we investigate hydrogen doping for TMDC (M X2 with M = Mo, W and X = S, Se, Te) nanosheets by first-principles calculations to address diffusion and doping properties. We find that adsorbed hydrogen atoms in TMDCs are energetically most stable at the interstitial site right on the Mo or W plane and have substantial energy barriers against diffusion that increase in the order of sulfides, selenides, and tellurides. Located at the most stable interstitial site on the Mo or W plane, the hydrogen atoms produce electrons in the conduction bands in the extremely high rate of one electron per hydrogen atom, without any defect state inside the band gap remarkably. We analyze the chemical bonding character around the dopant and the mechanism for such high efficiency of electron doping. We also consider properties of hydrogen molecules and Te vacancies for comparison. Our work shows that hydrogen doping is the promising pathway to development of highly integrated electronic devices on TMDCs.
I. INTRODUCTION
After the success of graphene, other two-dimensional materials such as transition-metal dichalcogenides (TMDCs) and black phosphorus have attracted enormous attention due to their potential in applications . Especially, TMDCs have been extensively investigated because of their sizable and tunable band gaps essential for switching devices [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] , catalytic performance for hydrogen evolution reaction [16, 22] , and potentials in piezoelectric [23, 24] , optoelectronic [25, 26] , and spintronic devices [27] .
To develop highly integrated devices based on TMDCs, it is essential to control the type and concentration of charge carriers locally in a patterned way. However, each TMDC typically showed a type of doping as a whole [11, 12, 17] . Various point defects have been studied for TMDCs [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [13] [14] [15] , including vacancies [15] and adsorption of atoms such as potassium [7] , rhenium [8] , gold [8] , niobium [9] , hydrogen [14] [15] [16] [17] 28] , chlorine [17] , and second-row elements in the periodic table [14, 15] . Among these, the hydrogen adatom is a good candidate for the patterned doping on TMDCs [28] .
The hydrogen doping in silicon and conventional bulk semiconductors has been studied intensively for its important role of passivating the electrical activity of dangling and defective bonds [29] [30] [31] [32] . Hydrogen impurities are often found to have the amphoteric behavior which counteracts the prevailing conductivity of the hosting semiconductor [30, 33] , but in some materials, hydrogen atoms act as a source of doping [30, 33] . For example, hydrogen atoms in bulk InN and ZnO are electron donors with defect levels above the conduction band minimum (CBM), while those in Ge, GaSb, and InSb are * Email: h.j.choi@yonsei.ac.kr electron acceptors with defect levels below the valence band maximum (VBM) [30, 33] . For TMDCs, however, doped hydrogen atoms were often studied for their magnetic properties [14, 15] , while their charge doping effects were revealed only superficially [14, 17, 28] .
The diffusivity of the dopant is one of the key concerns that affect the design, fabrication, and applicability of the devices. For its importance, hydrogen diffusion has been widely studied for conventional bulk semiconductors [31, 32, 34] . In the case of TMDCs, however, hydrogen diffusion has not been studied yet to the best of our knowledge. For the hydrogen atom to be useful as a dopant in TMDCs, it should have an energetically stable position with a substantial energy barrier that suppresses diffusion.
In the present work, we investigate doped hydrogen atoms in TMDC nanosheets by first-principles calculations based on the density functional theory (DFT). Our calculations show that the doped hydrogen atom is most stable at the center of the interstitial site right on the transition-metal plane, and that the diffusion barrier is high enough in selenides and tellurides to suppress the spatial diffusion of the hydrogen atom. Furthermore, the hydrogen atoms at our lowest-energy configuration do not make any defect state inside the band gap, and produce electrons in the conductions bands extremely efficiently, in the rate of one electron per hydrogen atom, unlike the hydrogen atoms adsorbed to chalcogen atoms. We analyze the chemical bonding character of the hydrogen atom at the interstitial site and present the mechanism for its highly efficient n-type doping. Hydrogen molecules and Te vacancies are also considered for doping effects, for comparison. Our results show that hydrogen atoms are excellent for position-selective n-type doping to TMDCs, opening a chance for stably patterned electron doping in a single TMDC nanosheet. I. Structural and energetic properties of M X2 monolayer. The in-plane lattice constant, a, and the interlayer distance, dM-X , between the transition-metal layer and the chalcogen layer are obtained theoretically for pristine 1H-phase MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2, WSe2, and WTe2 monolayers. The binding energies, E bind , are the amount of energy released per hydrogen atom when it is adsorbed at the hollow, M -top, and X-top sites, respectively, from monoatomic gas phase. The distance, dH-M (dH-X ), is from the hydrogen atom to the nearest transition-metal (chalcogen) atom in the M -top (X-top) case. The diffusion barrier height, E barr , of the hydrogen atom from the lowest-energy adsorption site is E bind [ 
II. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS
We investigate the atomic and electronic structures of 1H-phase M X 2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te) monolayers by performing first-principles calculations based on the DFT. We use the generalized gradient approximation [35] , norm-conserving pseudopotentials [36] , and localized pseudoatomic orbitals for wave functions, as implemented in the SIESTA code [37] . Spin-orbit interaction, which is considered in structure optimizations and electronic structure calculations, is incorporated within fully relativistic j-dependent pseudopotentials [38] in the ldependent fully separable nonlocal form using additional Kleinman-Bylander-type projectors [39, 40] . Our method was successfully used for the topological insulators [41] and for solids and nanostructures with giant spin splitting [42] . We use 32×32×1 Monkhorst-Pack k-point mesh for all supercell calculations of monolayer and bilayer, and 16×16×16 k-point mesh for bulk M X 2 . Real-space mesh cutoff of 2000 Ry is used for all of our calculations. DFT-D2 correction is applied to account for the van der Waals interaction. The binding energy of a hydrogen atom or molecule is obtained by
where terms on the right-hand side are the total energies of pristine M X 2 , isolated H or H 2 , and H-or H 2 -adsorbed M X 2 , respectively. We also use the Vienna ab initio simulation package (VASP) code [43, 44] to double-check our SIESTA results [45] and to confirm the previously reported calculation results in the literature [14, 16] . Since the SIESTA code uses local orbitals, we estimated typical size of the basis set superposition error (BSSE) in the binding energy by introducing ghost atoms in our SIESTA calculations, and found that BSSE typically increases or decreases the binding energy by about 0.01 eV, which is small enough not to change any conclusion in our present work.
The lattice parameters of pristine M X 2 were determined by minimizing the total energy. The obtained structural parameters for monolayers are summarized in Table I . Then we construct a 3 × 3 supercell of M X 2 monolayer with an adsorbed hydrogen atom in it and optimized all atomic positions in the supercell by minimizing the total energy. During this atomic structure relaxation, the lattice constants are fixed to the values of the pristine case, and the vacuum region in the supercell is ∼ 100-Å thick along the direction perpendicular to the M X 2 layer in order to avoid fictitious interactions between layers generated by the periodic boundary condition. The atomic positions are fully optimized until residual forces are less than 0.005 eV/Å. The spin-orbit and van der Waals interactions are considered during the atomic structure optimization. During this relaxation, only atoms near the hydrogen atom are shifted significantly (Table II and Fig. 1 ), while the other atoms are hardly shifted from their original positions. Then in order to reduce the interaction between a hydrogen atom and its periodic images in the supercell calculation we construct a 5×5 supercell of M X 2 monolayer with an adsorbed hydrogen atom in it by replacing positions of the hydrogen atom and its nearby atoms with relaxed atomic positions from the 3 × 3 supercell calculation. With this geometry of the 5 × 5 supercell we calculate the total energy, the electronic band structure, the projected density of states, the wave functions, and the charge density.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Binding energies and diffusion barriers of adsorbed hydrogen atom
We performed first-principles density-functional calculations of 1H-phase M X 2 (M = Mo, W; X = S, Se, Te) monolayers using a 5 × 5 supercell with one adsorbed hydrogen atom in it. As for the adsorption site of the hydrogen impurity, we considered a uniform grid TABLE II. Atomic displacements in M X2 monolayer induced by an adsorbed hydrogen atom at hollow, M -top, and X-top sites. The displacements rM , rX , zX , zM , rX1, rX2, zX1, and zX2 are defined in Fig. 1 Blue, yellow, and red spheres represent transition-metal, chalcogen, and hydrogen atoms, respectively. The hydrogen atom is located right on the transition-metal plane in the hollow case. Blue and orange arrows show displacements of transition-metal and chalcogen atoms induced by the hydrogen-atom adsorption, respectively. In (a), zX is the out-of-plane displacement of the nearest chalcogen atoms from the hydrogen atom. In (b), rM and rX are the radial displacement of the nearest transition-metal and chalcogen atoms, respectively. In (c), zM , zX1, and zX2 are out-of-plane displacements of the nearest transition-metal atom, the nearest chalcogen atoms, and the second nearest chalcogen atoms, respectively. In (c) and (d), rX1 and rX2 are radial displacements of the nearest and the second nearest chalcogen atoms, respectively. In (e), zM , zX1, and zX2 are out-of-plane displacements of the nearest transition-metal atoms and the upper and lower chalcogen atoms, respectively. In (f), rM is the radial displacement of the nearest transition-metal atoms. Numerical values of these atomic displacements are shown in Table II. in real space including high-symmetry sites and found that global or local minima in energy occur only at three high-symmetry sites, which are the center of the hexagonal hollow site (hollow), the top of the transition-metal atom (M -top), and the top of the chalcogen atom (Xtop), as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . For all the investigated M X 2 monolayers, we found that the hollow site is the lowest-energy site and the binding energy of the hydrogen atom at the hollow site, which is the energy released in the adsorption process from the monoatomic gas phase, is 1.6 ∼ 2.7 eV as summarized in Table I . In our work, the lowest-energy hollow site is right on the transition-metal plane as shown in Fig. 2(b) , while the hollow site in Ref. [15] is away from the metal plane. The hollow and X-top binding energies are quite comparable to each other in MoS 2 monolayer (Table I) , but the hydrogen atoms are much more stable at the hollow site on the metal plane than at the X-top site in selenides and The hollow site is the lowest-energy adsorption site. The lowest-energy path from a hollow site to its neighboring site is through the M -top site in the cases of MoSe2, MoTe2, WSe2, and WTe2 monolayers, as represented by green dashed arrows, and it is through the X-top site in the cases of MoS2 and WS2 monolayers, as represented by orange dashed arrows.
tellurides (Table I) . Similar behaviors also occur in bulk case (Table III) .
As shown in Fig. 3 , when a hydrogen atom approaches the hollow site of MoS 2 or MoTe 2 monolayer from vacuum, there exists a local minimum of the total energy at 2 ∼ 3Å away from the Mo plane and this local minimum can be higher than or comparable to the X-or M -top energy. Thus, during structural optimization the true total-energy minimum right on the Mo plane can be missed if sampling of the initial hydrogen-atom position does not include a position close to the center of the hollow site right on the metal plane.
To investigate spatial stability of hydrogen atoms, we calculated the total energy of the system as a function of the hydrogen-atom position from one hollow site to one of its neighboring hollow sites. We found that the lowest-energy diffusion path is through either the M -top or the X-top site (Fig. 2) . We also tried different paths such as moving through between two chalcogen atoms or between a metal and a chalcogen atom, but these paths cost larger energy than those through the M -or X-top site. Since the M -and X-top sites are local minima in the total energy, the maximal barrier height in the diffusion path through the M -or X-top site is greater than the binding-energy difference between the hollow site and the M -or X-top site. In Table I , the barrier height is de-TABLE III. Structural and energetic properties of M X2 bulk. The in-plane lattice constant, a, the out-of-plane lattice constant, c, and the interlayer distance, dM-X , between the transition-metal layer and the chalcogen layer are obtained theoretically for pristine 2H-phase MoS2, MoSe2, MoTe2, WS2, WSe2, and WTe2 bulk. The binding energies, E bind , are the amount of energy released per hydrogen atom when it is adsorbed at the hollow, M -top, and X-top sites, respectively, from monoatomic gas phase. The distance, dH-M (dH-X ), is from the hydrogen atom to the nearest transition-metal (chalcogen) atom in the M -top (X- fined as the binding-energy difference between the hollow site and the M -or X-top site, which is 0.14 ∼ 0.93 eV depending on material compositions, so the maximal barrier height along the diffusion path is greater than these values. In MoSe 2 , MoTe 2 , WSe 2 , and WTe 2 monolayers, the M -top site is lower in energy than the X-top site, while it is reversed in MoS 2 and WS 2 monolayers (Table I). Especially, the barrier height is 0.67 ∼ 0.93 eV in selenides and tellurides, which is much greater than the room temperature scale, making adsorbed hydrogen atoms hardly mobile at room temperature. Since the diffusion barrier as well as the binding energy increases in the order of sulfide, selenide, and telluride compounds, hydrogen atoms are most stable in telluride compounds. We also calculated the vibrational frequencies of the adsorbed hydrogen atom at the hollow site in MoTe 2 monolayer. Because of the large mass difference between the molybdenum and hydrogen atoms, Mo atoms can be regarded stationary when the hydrogen atom oscillates in space. The calculated characteristic frequencies of the out-of-plane and in-plane modes are 21.7 THz (724 cm −1 ) and 24.9 THz (831 cm −1 ), respectively.
B. Doping effects and doping mechanism
To find out doping effects, we analyzed the electronic density of states in M X 2 monolayers with a hydrogen atom adsorbed at the hollow site (Fig. 4) . Our results show that the hydrogen doping induces an electrondoping in M X 2 monolayers, raising the chemical potential somewhat higher than CBM, without making any defect state inside the energy gap [Figs. 4, 5(b), and 6(b)]. It is very intriguing that defect states associated with the hydrogen atoms are formed at about 7-8 eV below VBM and at about 3 eV above CBM, which are drawn in red in Figs. 4 and 5(b). Our calculations yield remarkably that the total number of states below VBM is the same before and after the hydrogen-atom adsorption despite the formation of the defect state below VBM. Thus one electron, which is from the valence bands and the hydrogen atom, moves to the conduction bands, resulting in electron-type doping to the host material. In this result, the accuracy of the numerical counting of the states and the electrons is very important, so we checked it very carefully [46] , reaching the above conclusion. Moreover, since the defect states are quite below VBM or above CBM, the validity of this doping effect is not affected by the well-known band-gap underestimation of the DFT. In our results, one hydrogen atom produces one electron in the conduction bands, which is an ultimate efficiency much higher than the previous prediction of 4 % for the case of hydrogenatom adsorption to sulfur atoms [14, 17] . As mentioned above, defect states of the adsorbed hydrogen atom at the hollow site are not located inside the band gap, but they are quite below VBM or above CBM. We analyzed the wave functions of the defect states in MoTe 2 monolayer and found that the occupied defect state at 7-8 eV below VBM is a bonding state between the hydrogen 1s state and the molybdenum 5s and 4d states [ Fig. 5(d) state at about 3 eV above CBM is an antibonding state [ Fig. 5(e) ]. We also analyzed the CBM state in MoTe 2 after hydrogen-atom adsorption, finding that it is indeed an extended state consisting mainly of d z 2 orbitals of Mo atoms [ Fig. 5(f) ]. The charge density near the hydrogen atom [ Fig. 5(g) ] is very close to the sum of the charge densities of an isolated hydrogen atom and the pristine MoTe 2 , so we can hardly say that the hydrogen impurity is ionized. Thus we summarize the electron doping mechanism of the adsorbed hydrogen atom as follows. When a hydrogen atom is adsorbed to a M X 2 monolayer, it goes to the center of a hexagonal hollow site and forms bonding and antibonding states with surrounding three transition-metal atoms. Here the host material contributes effectively one state, out of the valence bands, to the bonding and antibonding states, as presented schematically in Fig. 5(c) . The bonding and antibonding states then would be filled with three electrons: two from the valence band and one from the hydrogen atom. However, the antibonding state is higher in energy than CBM, so the CBM state is filled with one electron instead of the antibonding state, leading to one electron doping per hydrogen atom (Fig. 7) . Furthermore, since the defect states are quite away from VBM and CBM, the scattering of electrons by the defect states will be very weak, supporting a high mobility of electrons in the conduction bands. The above mentioned doping mechanism by hydrogenatom adsorption corresponds to the formation of donor levels above CBM as in bulk InN and ZnO [30, 33] . Thus, electrons in the donor levels simply drop to the conduction band so that the concentration of electron carriers in the conduction band is equal to the concentration of hydrogen atoms in the sample. Furthermore, the absence of the activation energy (or the presence of the negative activation energy) makes the number of electron carriers in the conduction band independent of temperature. Thus the temperature dependence of the electrical resistivity may behave like a metal rather than a semiconductor, i.e., the electrical resistivity may decrease as the temper- ature decreases because the electron-phonon scattering becomes less frequent at lower temperature.
C. Effects of H2 adsorption and Te vacancy
For comparison, we also considered adsorption of the hydrogen molecule (H 2 ). We obtained atomic and electronic structures of M X 2 monolayers with a hydrogen molecule adsorbed at the hollow, M -top, and X-top sites. Among these, the M -top case is the lowest total-energy configuration and it produces hole doping in contrast to the electron doping by the hydrogen atom. Our calculation also shows that the total energy of the system decreases if two adsorbed hydrogen atoms meet each other and form a H 2 molecule. Thus, in order to maintain the electron doping effect of the hydrogen atom, adsorbed hy-drogen atoms should stay away from one another, which is relevant because the hydrogen-atom diffusion is suppressed by the energy barriers described above. Real samples of MoTe 2 are often p-type and it may be attributed to Te vacancies [15] . Recently, it was reported that the presence of Te vacancies increases the binding energy of molecules such as O 2 by an order of magnitude [10] . Thus the doping type of MoTe 2 with an adsorbed hydrogen atom at a Te vacancy needs to be clarified. We considered a hydrogen atom (H), a hydrogen molecule (H 2 ), and a water molecule (H 2 O) placed at a Te vacancy in MoTe 2 monolayer. We obtained atomic and electronic structures of MoTe 2 with the defects as shown in Figs. 6 and 8. With the Te vacancy, the chemical potential [47] becomes closer to VBM [ Fig. 8(c) ], making p-type doping. In the case of the hydrogen atom at the Te vacancy, which is energetically preferred to a hydrogen molecule at the Te vacancy (Table IV) , the hydrogen atom compensates the hole doping generated by the Te vacancy, making MoTe 2 almost free of charge carriers [ Fig. 8(d) ]. In the case of H 2 at the Te vacancy, the material remains hole-doped since the H 2 states are far away from the chemical potential and no charge transfer occurs from H 2 [ Fig. 8(e) ]. In the case of H 2 O at the Te vacancy, the material remains hole-doped [ Fig. 8(f) ]. Band structures are shown in Fig. 6 and the binding energies and the doping types are summarized in Table IV . Our results show that the hydrogen-atom doping is distinctively effective in compensating the p-type doping in MoTe 2 with Te vacancy, so p-to n-type conversion can be achieved by hydrogen-atom doping.
The hydrogen-atom doping can be attained in real samples, for example, by atomic layer deposition (ALD) of Al 2 O 3 , where hydrogen atoms can be released from the reaction of water molecules with aluminum [28] . Thus, an initially p-doped channel in a single TMDC nanosheet can be selectively converted to n-doped region by patterned ALD, forming an electronic device in a single nanosheet.
IV. CONCLUSION
In conclusion, we studied adsorbed hydrogen atoms in TMDC materials using first-principles calculations based on DFT. The spatial stability of the hydrogen atoms was demonstrated by calculating the binding energy and the diffusion barrier. Our result showed that the adsorbed hydrogen atom has the lowest energy at the center of the hexagonal hollow site right on the metal plane, doping one electron per hydrogen atom to the conduction bands. The diffusion barrier was found large in selenides and tellurides, stabilizing the dopants at their initial positions. We analyzed the bonding and antibonding states of the hydrogen atom and its neighboring metal atoms and presented the mechanism for its highly efficient ntype doping without any defect state inside the band gap. We also studied doping effects of hydrogen molecules and Te vacancies for comparison. Our results show that the hydrogen adatom is an excellent n-type dopant with negligible diffusion in TMDC nanosheets, opening a doping strategy for highly integrated nanometer-scale TMDC devices.
